Colamark Bravo Cartoning Machine

Bravo is the best value intermittent cartoners in the market. Bravo is a balcony design intermittent cartoning machine focusing on cartoning speed of 80 to 150 cartons per minute. It can equip upto nine servo drives to handle programmable functions, so that it reduces change over time and effort.
**Features**

- Conforms to GMP design, which can meet the pharmaceutical production requirements.
- Unique carton supply conveyor and carton unfold mechanism improved the operation effectiveness.
- Active Servo controlled carton suction device can unfold carton in high speed smoothly.
- The Servo main drive and timing belt construction reduce machine operation vibration and noise.
- All drives equipped torque protection.
- Toolless change over can completed the change over in less than 30 minutes.
- Multi-level password account management to protect the setting of equipment parameters and facilitate requirements of maintenance and troubleshooting.
- Isolated control panel with Color HMI touch panel and stepless frequency control

---

**Machine Model** | **Bravo 260**
--- | ---
Capacity | 80~260ppm
Suitable for | Bottle, Aluminum blister, vial and ampoule in tray
Carton size | (L)70~200 mm × (W)25~100 mm × (H)15~80 mm
Leaflet size | (L)73~216 mm × (W)85~320 mm
Pneumatic | 0.4~0.6MPa
Machine Dimensions | (L)5200mm × (W)1600mm × (H)1760 mm
Power Consumption | 380VAC±5%  50Hz  3kW

(Custom engineered solutions are available to cater for customer’s special needs.)